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Sometimes I wonder why any college professors work at improving 
their teaching. The reward structure at most universities values professional 
publications more than classroom performance, so why spend t ime cultivat
ing an underappreciated skill? The answer must be that those professors are 
educators as well as scholars. They are genuinely interested in what and how 
much their students learn, and they t r y - n o t always with success~to improve 
both their techniques of instruction and their students' methods of learning. 
A t least, that is the message I draw from this international gathering of Euro
pean professors to discuss computer usage in teaching political science. M y 
role in this gathering is to deliver a letter from America that reports on com
puter usage in teaching social science at the college level in the United States. 
Afterwards, I will present an example of my own use of computers in teach

ing the basic course in American government and politics to first-year under
graduate students. Along the way, I will comment on the micromania that is 
sweeping academia, offering my views of its negative, rather than posit ive, 
effects on computing in education. 

It is clearly impossible to present a comprehens ive account of com
puter usage in teaching social science across the United States. Even with 
loads of funding, any large-scale survey of instructors in different disci
plines would take perhaps two years to design, execute, analyze, and write. 
By that t ime, it would already be out of date. However , thanks to the timely 

publication of a special issue on the State of the .Art of Socia l 
Science Computing in the last issue of Social Science Microcom
puter Review, I can report descr ibe "what 's go ing o n " in the 
United States with some degree of confidence. 

That symposium contained seven articles by specialists 
in every major discipline in the social sciences—sociology, an
thropology, psychology, economics, publ ic administrat ion, his
tory, and political science. (Two additional articles focused on 
statistical applications and expert systems.) Synthesizing the ob
servations in the seven review articles should provide a fairly ac
curate estimate of the role of computers in social science teach
ing. T o prov ide r a w mater ia l for m y synthesis , I wi l l first 
summarize the main points in each article: 
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S O C I O L O G Y 

Kenneth E. Hinze, 
Louisiana State University, 

"Computing in Sociology: Bring
ing Back Balance," Social Science 
Microcomputer Review, 5 (Winter, 
1987), 439^51 

T o write his review of the state of comput ing in sociolo
gy, Hinze conducted a telephone survey of leading figures in the 
field. His interviews disclosed eight trends: 

1. There has been a steady increase in the use of computers. In 1985, 84% 
of members of the American Sociological Association reported us
ing computers, and 50% had them for their exclusive use. Never
theless, "The reported use of computers in instruction is actually 
quite sketchy and quite peripheral. Little has filtered into the cours
es so far. Most computer use is limited to typing with word pro
cessors." (p. 440) 

2. Computer us in qualitative sociology is advancing faster than in quantit
ative sociology. Sociologists use computers "as great catalogers of 
textual material." (p. 440) This primarily involves note taking and 
information retrieval. 

3. Elementary data analysis is moving beyond research methods and statistics into sub
ject matter courses, (p. 441) This is especially true for middle-level courses, and 
it can be done "by putting the problem-hypothesis-analysis-conclusion sequence 
into homework assignments." (p. 441) 

4. Computer hardware has moved quickly away from mainframes to IBM- standard micro
computers, (p. 441) A 1986 survey of 211 colleges involved in computer tech
nology found that 69% of the micros purchased were IBMs and IBM-compatibles, 
(p. 442) 

5. Very little quality courseware was available in the past, but this is no longer so. (p. 
442) 

6. There are serious institutional disincentives to the growth of sociology computing" 
(p. 442) Problems include austere budgets that do not allow for released time to 
learn about computing and to produce specialized software. "Sociologists cannot 
expect much software without providing some professional pay off, and, current
ly, sociological computing is a very underappreciated subdiscipline." (p. 442) 

7. Along with data analysis, simulations are our best instructional computer applica
tions, (p. 443) 
i 

8. The high-end users are integrating the various states of inquiry into one continuous 
computer-assisted stream, (p. 443) That is, word processing, database manage
ment, statistical analysis, graphics, and desktop publishing are being used from 
problem statement to laser-printed document 

Hinze believes that the "main effort of sociologists should be to de
velop disciplinary applications of generic tools software, not to teach word 
process ing o r spreadsheets ." (p. 443) He suggests that sociologis ts (1) 
learn standard tools software and use them in research specialities to ease re
search whenever possible, and (2) design detai led, s tep-by-step exercises 
from those pieces for students. 

Hinze briefly reviews about 30 different software packages under a 
heading of "courseware for sociology," but perhaps 10 might more properly 
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be described as analytical p rograms for statistical analysis . H inze offers 
some expectations for the future: 

1. 

2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 

Price drops of smaller and more powerful computers to the range of $1,000-$ 1,500, 
more laptops in use, and greate use of lecturing with computer graphics in favor 
of blackboards. 

More development and use of computer simulations. 
Perhaps some trouble in integrating these technologies into sociological practice. 
Easier human-machine interfaces. 
Arrival of computer-telecommunication networking. 
Spread of integrated machine assistance to all stages of research. 
Artifical intelligence may be the most natural application of computers in sociology. 
Hypertext programs may become commonplace. 

A N T H R O P O L O G Y :. 

Dennis O'Neil, 
Palomar College 

"Anthropological Computing in the 
Mid-1980s," Social Science Micro
computer Review, 5 (November, 
1987), 452-465. ** 

O'Neil found it difficult to portray compute r use in an
thropology, because few anthropologis ts have descr ibed their 
work in print. However , the American Anthropological Associ
ation's 1985-86 "Guide to Depar tments" found that 56% o f t h e 
392 depar tments list compute r facilities, and anthropologis ts 
have sponsored several conferences, newslet ters , and bulletin 
boards deal ing with comput ing. Concerning computers in the 
classroom, O'Neill writes: 

Commercial software production for comptuer-assisted instruction 
in anthropology has been virtually nonexistent due to the miniscule 
potential of the market. What little software does exist was largely 
created by academic anthropologists with modest programming 

skills. Most of these programs fall into one of three categories: interactive tuto
rials, simulations, and sample databases for student queries. The software has 
usually been useful in the classroom, but rarely has it fulfilled the potential of 
this educational technology, (p. 455) 

O'Nei l mentions several C A I applications in anthropology running 
on mainframes, some of which are based on the P L A T O system for comput
er-aided- instruction. Of special interest to cultural anthropologists are the 
extensive databases of cultural traits, p ioneered by the H u m a n Relat ions 
Area Files. Aspects of these files are being put on floppy disks and on opti
cal laser disks, which should make these datasets more readi ly available for 
research by graduate students and advanced undergraduates. 

More generally, O'Neil cites six categories of tasks for which com
puters are used most frequently in anthropological research: 

1. Storage and retrieval offieldwork data in numerical and text form. 
2. Word processing and text-string searching. 
3. Statistical analysis. 
4. Simulations that model the real world for forecasting. 
5. Special data collecting facilitated by programmable calculators and/or microcomputers. 
6. Special data manipulation facilitated by customized software." (pp.457- 458) 
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Within anthropology, database management systems are especially 
heavily used in archaeology. Working in the field, archaeologists have also 
used a variety of sensors tied to microcomputers to make physical measure
ments of the earth and objects more swiftly and accurately. However , mi
crocomputers are not as forgiving of dust, heat, humidity, and unpredictable 
power as are archaeologists. Undaunted, these hardy scholars have pressed 
on, creating software to deal with their peculiar research tasks. 

O'Nei l concludes that anthropologis ts have used microcomputers 
mainly for research, especially word processing and database management . 
IBM-compatible computers are the standard in the discipline, and anthropol
ogists wil l upgrade to the 286 and 386 processors. They will also use stur
dy, clamshell type microcomputers in the field, and they will demand high-
capacity, rapid-access hard disk drives for the laboratory. 

P S Y C H O L O G Y 

Michael L. Stoloff, 
James V. Couch, and 
Sarah Riley, 

James Madison University, 

"Computer Use by Psychologists," 
Social Science Microcomputer Re
view, 5 (Winter, 1987), 466^75. 

T h e senior authors surveyed psychologis ts across the 
nation in 1986 and in Virginia in 1987 prior to writing this arti
cle. For academic psychologists , word process ing is the m o s t 
common computer application. They also use statistical software 
in their research and simulation or tutorial software in teaching. 
Whi le microcomputers are not replacing the lecture, "they are, 
however , changing the way laboratories are taught ." (p. 466) 
Similation and tutorial software can be used to demonstrate a va 
riety of experimental condit ions wi thout expens ive laboratory 
equipment. 

For clinical psychologists , word process ing also reigns 
supreme. Special purpose programs are a l so used for adminis
tering and interpreting psychological tests, and microcomputers 
are used to gather symptom checklists from clients. (For the 
purposes of this survey, the software used by clinical psycholo
gists is of little relevance, and w e will not consider it further.) 

In their 1986 survey, Stoloff and Couch identified 113 programs for 
academic psychology. In contrast to the pattern in other disciplines, twice as 
many of these p rograms operated on Apple II computers compared with 
I B M compatibles—and veiy few operated on other types of computers. 

The largest number of programs identified for academic psychology (46) were sta
tistical packages or teaching aids for statistics courses. Simulations for cognitive 
psychology (10) and for social psychology (9) were also identified. Eleven pro
grams for general psychology courses, including modules for various course top
ics, are available commercially, (p. 468) 

The authors advise instructors to decide carefully about the need for 
and value of us ing computers . "However , a busy psycho logy instructor 
whose students need regular, individual exposure to course materials may 
find instructional software very valuable." (p. 471) 
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E C O N O M I C S 

William P. Yohe, 
Duke University, 

Robert E. Schenk, 
Saint Joseph's College, and 

William Ii. Walstad, 
University of Nebraska, 

"Instructional Microcomputing in 
Economics," Social Science Micro
computer Review, 5 (November, 
1987), 476-484. 

Yohe , Schenk, and Wals tad dis t ingush be tween "shell 
p rograms"- - subs tan t ive p r o g r a m s that run u n d e r par t i cu la r 
s h e l l s - a n d "substantive p rograms"~tha t run independent ly of 
shells. Shell programs popular in economics include statistical 
software, spreadsheets, and general model ing programs . Sub
stantive software has been developed for major types of courses 
in economic: the introductory "principles" course, and intermedi
ate courses in macro- and microeconomics. 

Software for the principles course tends to be developed 
as tutorials or problem sets matched to publishers ' textbooks. 
Typically, a microcomputer package consists of a m a c r o and a 
micro diskette, each covering standard topics. T h e main purpose 
of such software is to help s tudents unders tand economics 
graphs. These graphs are usually illustrated in the text and are 
discussed in class by the instructor. Never theless , economics 
graphs are often difficult for students to understand. 

A graphics tutorial provides a way to reinforce the text and classroom 'presenta
tions without spending additional instructor of class time. It is an efficient appli
cation of the computer to principles instruction for students who need help. (p. 
479) 

While textbook publishers have concentrated on high-quality tutorials 
and problem sets, economics instructors have focused on developing simula
tions and games. 

Simulations allow students to make decisions and examine their effect on the 
modeled phenomena, so that they become active rather than passive learners. 
Games use competition to excite students snd give them an incentive to cover the 
material. A simulation/game combines the best features of each to get students 
to look at complex situtions. A simulation/game will not guarantee student inter
est, but, if well constructed, it can generate excitement and serve as an effective 
instructional activity, (p. 479) 

These programs are not perfect; they do not a lways target the proper 
concept; and instructors may have to spend valuable c lass t ime instructing 
students to use the program. "Only computer-oriented instructors are likely 
to accept the challenge." (p. 480) Ironically, a more subtle influence on the 
principles course may come from the free testbank software that publishers 
provide and instructors use to construct their examinations. 

Whether students learn more or their attitudes improve from using microcomputer 
programs on economic principles remains a matter of speculation. At present, 
there is no body of research in economic education on which to base any claim, 
(p. 480) 

Substantive software for the macroeconomic course varies from edu
cat ional vers ions of commerc ia l econometr ic models , to smal ler mode l / 
simulation programs, to captive tutorial/drill and practice programs. In the 
microeconomics course, the most prominent software s imulates bus iness 
firms, e.g., the interdependence among different decision makers. "One of 
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the dangers of complex simulations is that, in the absence of good documen
tation or teacher guidance, the entertainment aspects of the simulation can 
obscure its instructional purposes." (p. 481) 

In addition, much of the available software covers single topics and can only be 
used in class for a few days. Since it is often costly to introduce computers as an 
instructional device, many instructors must either find the few packages that can 
be used during a sizable part of the course or integrate a group of small programs 
into a coherent whole. The difficulties of both options are major obstacles to the 
spread of microcomputers for instruction in economics, (p. 482) 

It 

P O L I T I C A L S C I E N C E 

Stephen Frantzich and 
Helen Purkitt , 

U. S. Naval Academy, 

"Computers in Political Science," 
Social Science Microcomputer Re
view, 5 (Winter, 1987), 485-505. 

Political scientists have used computers for decades, but 
now computer usage is in an "expansionis t" stage. "A new 
wave of expectation is now spreading throughout the discipline, 
only this t ime a larger percentage of political scientists from a 
broader range of subfields has experience with the computer and 
is singing its praises." (p. 486) Computers have been used for 
research-for both faculty research and student exercises and re
sea rch - in several ways. 

As an access tool, computers now commonly provide re
mote access (1) to citations in bibliographic databases; (2) to ac
ademic data in archives, such as the Inter-university Consort ium 
for Political and Social Research; (3) to governmental data avail

able in "real time," such as legislative votes, speeches, economic indicators, 
and press briefings; and (4) to other researchers across the nation and even 
across the wor ld through computer conferencing. (For example , I ex
changed numerous messages about this conference with Professor Richard 
Kimber in England via B I T N E T and received replies only a few hours after 
sending m y messages.) 

A s a tool for data analysis, the role of computers in gathering, ana
lyzing, and displaying political data is now well known. Beyond data analy
sis, computers are playing new roles in producing graphics of publication 
quality and in gathering data through computer-assisted telephone interview
ing (CATI) programs. Powerful spreadsheet and data managemen t pro
grams have also been applied to political data, and commerc ia l firms now 
produce important demographic and election data in compatible formats for 
these programs. Specialized data management p rograms that assist candi
dates in running election campaigns and programs that apply "artificial intel
ligence" techniques to research problems are also gaining in importance. Of 
the two, campaign management programs have had more impact on candi
dates' behavior at present than artificial intell igence programs have had on 
political scientists' behavior. 

Similarly, the interest given to expert systems as a class of artificial 
intelligence programs that emulate how experts solve problems and make de
cisions in particular domains probably exceeds their success so far. Com
puter simulation of political events—particularly in international relations-has 
made a genuine impact on political research, however. 
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As a teaching tool, computer applications can be classified under sev
eral headings. Test creation programs are tied to several introductory gov
ernment texts, and data analysis packages are commonly used in conjunction 
with some existing program for statistical analysis. More intriguing are ap
plications under the headings simulation, interactive real-time computing, 
and interactive video. 

Mos t teaching simulations either let a student play the machine, or 
they link multiple students together to try out strategies against one another. 
Interactive "real-time" systems "teach students how to analyze public policy 
and to help them wri te analyses and research papers on current political 
problems and conflicts, (p. 499) Interactive video, which uses a computer 
to locating and retrieve video images stored on a laser disk, constitutes the 
newest development and is especially promising for topics wi th visual as
pects. 

Although interactive audio-video technology has not yet been used extensively in 
political science, experiences in other fields suggests that its effectiveness stems 
from its potential to provide high-quality media images, vividly illustrate the 
consequences and outcomes of political situations, merge with established tech
niques of computer analysis such as modeling and simulation, and increase stu
dent interest in computer-based instruction, (p. 500) 

Frantzich and Purkit t contend, "Whether o n e is ta lking about re
search, teaching, or political settings, the computer opens avenues that sim
ply were not there before. New information is transmitted to and analyzed in 
new ways by new groups of people , with n e w consequences . " (p. 501) 
Nevertheless, three truths about adopting new technology present political 
scientists with challenges for the future: 

1. The varied-tool-bag truth: Despite its significant uses, the computer is only one of 
the tools of a good researcher or teacher.... The sign of a good teacher or re
searcher is knowing when to reach for which tool. (p. 501) 

2. The there-is-no-such-thing-as-a-free-lunch truth: The start-up costs for political scien
tists expecting to use computers for research or teaching can be significant in 
terms of personal time and effort as well as equipment and software. ... Adding 
the teaching of computer literacy, not to mention the specifics of particular soft
ware, to courses not only takes time away from more substantive material but re
casts the faculty member as a technical troubleshooter—a role that calls for time, 
effort, and often a different schedule of availaibility. (p. 502) 

3. The variable-consequences truth: The danger exists that the availability of analytical 
tools and empirical data, rather than solid theory and judgment, will guide politi
cal research in the computer age. Though high-tech teaching of unimportant facts 
or concepts is no better than irrelevant lecturing.our fascination with new tech
nology may initially make it more professionally acceptable, (p. 502) 
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PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 

Thomas C. Foss, 
Florida State University, 

"Computer Applications in Public 
Administration: Increased Capability 
at Lower Cost," Social Science 
Computer Review, 5 (Winter, 
1987), 506-513. 

Foss identifies four current applications of broad interest 
in public administration: 

1. effectiveness measurement~idtn\j£ying and tracking the productivity of a 
group of workers 

2. communications-accessing bibliographic databases and exchanging mes
sages and data files with other researchers 

3. teaching /0t9/5—primarily various tools for policy analysis and project 
management 

4. computer integration into courses—promoted by the sharing of syllabi, 
course outlines, bibliographies, and faculty experiences. 

A m o n g important future developments , Foss focuses on the I B M 
PS/2 product line and its associated operating system software. In addition, 
he counts on microcomputer connect ions to larger host machines and on 
desktop publishing and design. 

i 
The rest of Foss' article is devoted to computer applications in gov

ernmental a r ea s - loca l government , human services, and national defense. 
He notes that President Reagan's Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) 

will require an absolutely perfect series of software applications, each containing 
a series of expert systems that must be able to process thousands of spurious sig
nals, identify hundreds of real incoming missies, and unleash our defensive devic
es against them. Because of the impossibility of testing such a system in "live" 
mode without an attack taking place, the integrity of the software will have to be 
guaranteed through as yet undeveloped testing and quality-control measures. And 
while the likelihood of such a complex software package actually working cor
rectly is low, the effort to develop it, especially the design, coding, and testing 
methodologies that will evolve from the project, will provide a quantum leap in 
the development of applications software for more down-to-earth functions, (p. 
512 

Or, the programs surely will not work militarily, but w e can sure get 
some neat software for a few billion dollars. 

HISTORY 

James B. M. Schick, 
Pittsburg State University, 

"Historians and Computing, circa 
1987," Social Science Microcom
puter Review, 5 (Winter, 1987), 
514-528. 

Unlike all the other contributors, w h o imply that they are 
riding the wave of the future in discussing the disciplinary appli
cations of computers, Schick writes more warily about computer 
applications in history, noting that among historians "their use 
remains somewhat controversial." (p. 514) In part, this is due 
to the dichotomy between scholarship and teaching that divides 
historians. 

The emphasis (promotion, tenure, money) on scholarly publication 
impacts major public and private universities most forcefully and 
smaller universities, four-year colleges, and two-year institutions 
less so. Conversely, experimentation with innovative teaching 
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methods and ways of attracting non-major students to history seem to characterize 
those schools which do not invoke the publish-or-perish doctrine. 

[Consequently] word processing, number crunching, and text-file sorting, all directly 
related to individual research and publication, constitute the principal uses for com
puters at the large state and private universities, (p. 515) 

Schick notes that few history departments have associated computer la
boratories, that historians' needs have had little impact on whether to invest in 
mainframes or microcomputers, and that historians have had little to say about 
whether to acquire I B M computers as opposed to other makes . His v iews are 
correspondingly bleak on textbook publishers ' decis ions to offer computer 
aides mainly for administrative purposes rather than for research or classroom 
use. Nor have commercial software developers targeted the history m a r k e t Fi
nally, 

Students in undergraduate history courses do not at present seem to demand that their 
professors make use of computers, nor, generally speaking, are a majority in the 
classroom familiar with computers. Yet they appear to adapt readily and even enthu
siastically, if reluctantly at first, to computer-assisted instruction, (p. 516) 

Despite his negative view of present state of affairs, Schick sees some 
promising developments within the past two years. The Organization of Amer
ican Historians has encouraged historians' use of microcomputers , and histori
ans are beginning to exchange ideas about computers at professional meetings 
and in print. Nevertheless, he believes that "Historians in the Uni ted States 
continue to lag behind their counterparts in Europe, particularly those in the 
United Kingdom and the Netherlands." (p. 518) 

Major developments that encourage Schick include increase attendance 
at computer workshops sponsored by the Organization of American Historians; 
the development of new software—particularly hypertext software for both 
Macintosh and IBM-compat ib le computers ; and crisp compu te r graphics— 
particularly those available on the Macintosh, I B M PS/2 computers , and a few 
other machines. 

On the other hand, Schick sees as reality that few historians can write 
computer programs and that few textbook publishers are convinced that histori
ans will decide to adopt books based on the availability of current software. He 
concludes with ten observations about the future: 

1. If historians do not communicate about their experiences with computers, they will fall 
even father behind. 

2. History teachers must demand more sophisticated computer materials from textbook pub
lishers. 

3. Historians must bring software more directly into the classroom to educate the next gen
eration. 

4. Historians must overcome their reluctance to discuss the teaching of college history 
openly. 

5. They should experiment with a wider variety of software than they do at present. 
6. They may encounter a crop of entering students who, based on high school experiences, 

demand to use computers. 
7. New hardware developments may better serve the needs of historians. 
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8. Presentation quality graphs and maps will have a special appeal. 
9. Telecommunications offer "exciting possibilities for reshaping the way historians 

communicate with colleagues and students and conduct their research." (p. 526) 
10. Computers may help integrate historians into the other social sciences. 

Synthes i z ing the A s s e s s m e n t s 

My summary of these valuable articles p roved to be lengthy, al
though I tried to avoid unnecessary details. (For example , I specifically 
avoided naming any of the scores of specific p rograms they mentioned.) 
However , I needed to provide sufficient texture of their remarks to support 
the conclusions that I draw from reading these assessments of the state of the 
art. To be concise, I report them in outline form: 

I. Social scientists engaged in computing today are preoccupied with microcomputers. 

A. There is relatively little mention of activities using central computing facilities. 

B. The microcomputer of choice (or perhaps of necessity) is the IBM-compaUble type 

1. There are a few references to Apple II computers, 
2. a very few references to Macintosh computers, 
3. and virtually no references to other makes. 

II. Most discussion of microcomputer in the social sciences focus on their use in research 
rather than teaching. 

A. Everyone mentions word processing as the most widely used computer applica
tion. 

B. The next most popular research application across the social sciences is statistical 
analysis. 

C. Concerning other research applications of computers, social scientists are most 
enthusiastic about exchanging messages through some form of electronic mail. 

in . Social scientists display some uncertainty in discussing the applications of microcom
puters in teaching. 

A. They note the great commitment needed to develop computer applications in 
teaching yet a general lack of university support for such efforts. 

B. The most established and secure computer application to teaching is in statistical 
analysis. 

C. Concerning other teaching applications of computers, social scientists are most 
enthusiastic about simulations. 
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D. American social scientists note with ambivalence the important influence of text
book publishers on software for teaching. 

1. Some tutorial-type programs or "study guide" programs are judged to be 
valuable (or at least harmless) for students who need additional help. 

2. Course-related software tends to be developed for introductory courses, where 
the market is larger, than for middle level or advanced courses. 

E. These articles are as notable for what they do not emphasize about computers in 
teaching. 

1. They neglect the role of computers in teaching students to analyze textual 
materials, which are so important in the social sciences. 

2. They write mainly about how students might use computers outside the 
classroom, not how teachers might use computers in the classroom as aids to 
lecturing or class discussion 

3. They write mainly about how faculty can use computers to access rich va
rieties of data-not about how programs can be written that allow students to ac
cess rich varieties of data. 

4. They write mainly about how faculty can use electronic mail to exchange 
mail with other faculty~not about how faculty can use electronic mail to com
municate with students. 

5. In general, these articles have very little to say about educational benefits 
from computer networking in the form of accessing common data files, submit
ting papers via computers, sharing common programs, and otherwise facilitat
ing the interaction between students and teachers 

People are quick to explain new patterns of social behavior in terms 
of technological change; I will jo in the crowd. M y explanation for the em
phasis on individualism in computer teaching within the social sciences and 
for the neglect of community lies in the microcomputer revolution itself. 

Micromania in Academia 

A s its title suggests, this section criticizes the head-long rush into mi
crocomputers as the approach to computing in higher education. It does not 
criticize computing per se, only academics' consuming love of microcomput
ers that blinds them to seeing the place of centralized equipment and support 
in educating the current crop of students. Because I defend centralized com
puting, some readers may regard me as a hopeless Neanderthal w h o hasn't 
experienced the wonders of microcomputers. So let m e flash my member
ship card in the microcomputer club. 

I bought my first micro (a Kaypro II) in 1982. I was the second 
person at Northwestern to purchase a 128K Macintosh in 1984. In January, 
1985,1 acquired a Zenith IBM-compatible computer with a lOmg hard disk. 
Last May, I was the second person on campus to get a Macintosh II (with a 
40mg hard disk). It sits right next to my 40mg , lOmz A S T 286, acquired 
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last September. My IBM-compatible A S T and M a c II are linked together by 
a cable connecting their serial ports, and files are transferred between the two 
using a program called MacLink Plus that runs on each machine. I use both 
micros for a wide variety of applications, a n d - a l o n g with my colleague Phil
ip Schrodt~I won one of E D U C O M ' s 1987 Dist inguished Software Awards 
for a teaching program called C R O S S T A B S that runs on the I B M , Macin
tosh, and Apple He computers . I am a long-standing, paid-up m e m b e r of 
the club. 

The thesis underlying my critique is reflected in this analogy: 

personal computer: private automobile:: centralized computing : mass transportation 

The personal computer is to centralized computing, as the private au
tomobile is to mass transportation. Whi le the private automobile has many 
good points, its widespread usage has also presented problems and costs to 
society-especial ly the deterioriation of mass transportation. I will examine 
this phenomenon after establishing the first premise, the similarity of person
al computers to private automobiles. Ostensibly, private automobiles offer 
people freedom of movement in place of slow, unreliable, inflexible public 
transportation. But automobiles offer much more: social status that comes 
from pride of ownership and the sense of being thoroughly m o d e m . Micro
computers are much the same. Like cars , they ' re shiny, they smell good, 
and they come in newer, faster, and more luxurious models . Like cars, they 
help satisfy the acquisitive instinct. 

I suspect that most readers will grant my initial premise, but if you 
need convincing, consider an i tem in a recent microcomputer trade publica
tion. Steve Gibson's co lumn in InfoWorld d i scussed the "Mylex static 
cache R A M 386 motherboard." This product, built around an Intel 80386 
processing chip, can be installed in an IBM-compatible computer to upgrade 
it to a more powerful "386" machine: 

There's always been a special feeling driving a high-performance sports car. Fer
raris, after all, aren't sold to people who want the most economical means for go
ing from place to place. They're sold to people who love speed, acceleration, 
handling, and comfort They're sold to people who enjoy turning heads with the 
knowledge that they're driving a well-designed, finely tuned, high-performance 
machine. They're also sold to people who don't like being passed on the open 
road. 

So one of the three aspects of these new 80386 machines is their role as the Fer
raris and Lamborghinis of satisfying personal computing. I do mean personal and 
I do mean satisfying. It is my hope that at $1,500, My lex's motherboard will 
make these 386 horizons available the way good financing and an understanding 
banker make owning a Ferrari possible. Now if only our wives, husbands, 
friends, and lovers could understand. ("Tech Talk," InfoWorld, December 21, 
1987) 

W e know what happens to new cars; they depreciate rapidly. In this 
respect, microcomputers outdo new cars; microcomputers depreciate very 
rapidly. Old cars quickly become junk; even young microcomputers become 
obsolete. (Anyone want to buy a Kaypro II in perfect condition?) There are 
several implications of the analogy between personal computers and private 

B_ 
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automobiles for educational computing. One is that administrat ions which 
buy comput ing hardware for their faculty are fulfilling a variety of faculty 
needs, not all of which are academic. The second is that those administra
tions will encounter additional requests from the same faculty, as the original 
purchases become obsolete. Like the tar baby, it is easier to put your hand 
in than to pull it out. 

As a faculty member , I do not regard spending money on the faculty 
as necessari ly bad, but I am worr ied about where that m o n e y is coming 
from. At my university, at least, money spent on microcomputers is regard
ed as money spent on academic computing. T o a large extent, money spent 
to support microcomputing is diverted from funds that previously supported-
centralized computing. Which brings m e to the conclusion of the analogy: 
the similarity between centralized computing and mass transportation. 

The private automobile gave rise to many blights on our society. You 
have your own long list, but we can all agree on these evils: traffic jams, 
shopping strips, drive-in funeral parlors, the decay of central cities—and the 
deterioriation of mass transportation, at least in the Uni ted States. Mass 
transportation, like a helping parent, is most appreciated when it's n o longer 
around. N o one planned its demise, but it resulted when the haves bought 
their private cars and felt they didn't need to support mass transportation for 
the have-nots. Deprived of revenue, the system began to deterioriate, and its 
usage declined to the detriment of all. 

Every analogy can be carried too far, and the similarity between mass 
transportation and centralized comput ing is not as striking as that be tween 
the personal computer and the private automobile. Nevertheless , there are 
strong parallels. Similar to a mass transportation system, a centralized com
puting facilities offers large numbers of people access via remote terminals at 
many points on campus. In an educational setting, this means that computing 
can be used for large classes that might overwhelm any microcomputer clus
ter or cluster. Although someday local area networks and optical disk stor
age may materially change the game, for the current crop of students, cen
tralized facilities allow much more practical ways of using specialized course 
programs, sharing common data sets, and exchanging mail messages. 

A s a mass transportation system moves large numbers of people , a 
mainframe computer moves large amounts of data and performs many calcu
lations quickly. In an educational setting, this means that centralized sites 
are well-suited to receiving, storing, and disseminating data from large stud
ies such as national sample surveys, financial statistics, and census reports. 
Whi le individual faculty members with hard disks and their private Ferraris 
may be able to serve their narrow research purposes, the absence of central
ized computing makes it much harder for the have-not students (and most of 
the current crop are computer have-nots) to do comparable analyses for their 
much broader set of needs. 

In the past , students w h o needed to perform secondary analysis o n 
existing data would seek assistance in accessing data for personal research or 
class projects would seek assistance at "the comput ing center"~or an equiv
alent service center on campus. Such staff probably still exists at mos t uni
versities, but an overworked staff of approximately the same size is likely to 
be busy answering hundreds of microcomputer quest ions, most of which 
deal with word processing in one way or another. 
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If Northwestern 's experience is any guide, most of the surge in mi-
c rocomput ing-by faculty, administrators, and students a l i ke -can be attribut
ed to more and better word processing. A 1987 survey of computer usage 
among faculty and staff showed that most respondents by far (78%) reported 
"heavy" use of either IBM-compatible or Macintosh microcomputers com
pared with only 41 percent who were heavy users of all other mini and main
frame computers on campus. Of all these "heavy" compute r users, more 
than three-quarters (76%) were heavy users of word processing. N o other 
application—graphics, p rogramming statistical packages , and so on—was 
used by more than 23% of these users. 

If anything, students are even more likely to equate computer usage 
with word processing. M y annual survey of about 100 students in m y sta
tistics course has found few students who have used computers for anything 
other than word processing. T h e students who flock to our microcomputer 
clusters at the end of any quarter tend to be doing word processing, and little 
else. 

Although it is primarily based on word processing, micromania in 
academia has generated an insatiable appetite for all types of information 
about microcomputers . When Northwestern faculty and staff were asked 
what topics they wanted treated in the campus comput ing newsletter , the 
overwhelming choice was news about microcomputer hardware, software, 
and product reviews. If the central site decides to fulfill these interests, it 
will be diverting resources to producing information that is available weekly 
in publications l ike InfoWorld and PC Week and month ly in MacWorld, 
Mac User, Byte, PC World, and a host of other periodicals that already do 
an excellent j o b of providing such information on microcomputers. 

Just as Americans' love affair with the personal automobile has con
tributed to the deterioration of mass transportation, I fear that macromania in 
academia will snuff out the fragile organizational system that supports central 
comput ing facilities. Let 's m a k e sure that adequate expressessways are 
built, that gasoline is cheap, and that everyone has a car before abandoning 
mass transportation. 

A C o m m u n i t y A p p r o a c h to T e a c h i n g wi th C o m p u t e r s 

Use of microcomputers tends to encourage " individual ism" in in
struction. Because I prefer to regard my classroom as a "community" of stu
dents, I describe m y approach to teaching with computers as a community 
approach rather than an individualistic approach. I have been sufficiently 
critical of the single-minded reliance on microcomputers in teaching; it is 
t ime to provide an alternative example. Although I could illustrate my ap
proach with reference to m y lecture course on elementary statistics, taught 
annually to about 100 upper-division undergraduates and beginning graduate 
students, statistics is an "easy" course in which to implement computers. In
stead, I will describe the teaching techniques I used in the Win te r of 1987 to 
teach the beginning course in American government and politics to 170 low
er class undergraduates. 

Rather than write a third account of m y experiences in teaching that 
course, I have appended two other papers of mine on the same subject. Al-
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though these papers overlap substantially, they focus on different aspects of 
the course. Because they are quite short, I have appended both of them to 
this paper. 

Kenneth Janda, 
"The Mainframe in the Lecture Hall," 
Computing and Networking, 2 
(Spring, 1987), 13-16. 

Kenneth Janda, 
"Computer-Augmented Teaching in 
Large Lecture Courses: The Case of 
American Government," 
Academic Computing (October, 
1987), 34-35 and 43-44. 

Both papers discuss a teaching envi ronment that uses 
computers—a mainframe and a microcomputer—to engage stu
dents in the course, mainly in the classroom itself. The micro
computer is used to create and then to project m y lecture in top
ical oudine form on a large screen behind me as I speak. I also 
incorporate graphics of vot ing behavior , government spend
ing, and political structures into m y lecture outline for display 
on the screen. In addition, I use a microcomputer for creating 
the full-sentence outlines that actually guide m y lectures. On 
the same day after I have delivered the lecture, I transmit the 
full-sentence version of m y lecture outl ine to our mainframe 
compute r . Interes ted s tudents are inv i ted to access m y 
"bulletin board" of course lectures and to print out their own 
copy of my full-sentence outline. 

Philip A. Schrodt and Kenneth Janda, 
CROSSTABS: A Computer Program 
for American Government 

Kenneth Janda and Philip A. Schrodt, 
CROSSTABS: The Student Work: 

book for American Government. m 

Both published in 1987 by the 
Houghton Mifflin Company as ancil
lary material for The Challenge of 
Democracy: Government in America, 
by Kenneth Janda, Jeffrey Berry, and 
Jerry Goldman. 

In addition, students are invited to use the electronic mail capabilities 
of the mainframe to communicate with m e daily on any matter of substance 
or procedure related to the course. For my part, I try to read m y mail daily 
and to answer their questions on the spot with the "reply" capability in elec
tronic mail . Quite commonly, students raise questions that I take up the next 

day in class for correction, clarification, or elaboration. This 
is what makes electronic mail a "community" rather than an 
"individualistic" approach to teaching. 

Lest one think that I see no value in the individualistic 
approach, I refer again to m y C R O S S T A B S program, coau-
thored with Philip A. Schrodt. C R O S S T A B S , which runs on 
the Macintosh, Apple II, and IBM-compat ib le computers , is 
software designed specifically for the American government 
course. It contains two datasets—55 variables on American 
voters in 1984 and 45 variables on Members of Congress in 
1986—and allows students to cross-tabulate any of these vari
ables to answer their own research ques t ions o r quest ions 
contained in an accompanying student workbook. Both the 
computer program and the student workbook are published in 
conjunction with a basic textbook on American government , 
The Challenge of Democracy. 

My major point in closing is that instructors might think of ways to 
use computers to enhance as well as to supplement their traditional methods 
of teaching. Instructors need not look for specialized games and simulations 
to use computers in teaching subject matter courses. By bringing computers 
into the classroom to assist their lecturing and students' note-taking, teachers 
may be able to enhance their teaching performance. All it takes is some com
puting resources, some imagination, and a great deal of time. Your reward 
will be your own excitement in becoming newly engaged in the educational 
process. It is unlikely that you will be paid any more. 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS: This paper was written initially on an IBM-compatible AST 286 computer using Word Per
fect. The text was imported into a Macintosh II, and prepared for publication using Ready,Set,Go!--a desktop publishing program. 
It was printed with an Apple LaserWriter. 



T h e M a i n f r a m e i n t h e L e c t u r e H a l l 

Kenneth Janda, Department of Political Science 

Lecturing to hundreds of students in large classes will al
ways be a part of college teaching. You know the scene: a 
sea of students straining to record the words of wisdom that 
a lecturer intones in their direction. Want to ask the profes
sor a question after class? Lots of luck, for there are five 
students ahead of you. Oh well, maybe you can ask a TA. 

While computers won't change a poor lecturer into a good 
one, they can help improve the lecture situation for students 
by providing them access to the professor's lecture notes and 
giving them more opportunity to put questions di
rectly to the professor. At least, this is how I used 
the mainframe this quarter in teaching Political 
Science BIO, a course on American Government and 
Politics. 

cutes each time a student signs on with a course subaccount. 
The user prolog then guides the student with prompts and 
menus tailored to the course. 

Consider the user prolog that another work-study student, 
Dennis Hartman, wrote for my American government class. 
Each time a student logs on the Cyber using a class subac
count, the computer automatically sets certain parameters, 
calls in needed files (all transparent to the user), and then 
displays the following message: 

Bio ocssogts 

COMCRBTULfiTIOHS BIO STUOEKTI 
Veu logged into tha Cybor Conputar cot-roc tlu. Of taw- you rand this 

nessogc and press the return key, you wl11 be shown a "»enu" frow. which you 
con dec Id* whether to enter rifllL or to 'gel a lecture.' 

My course has about 170 students ~ mostly fresh
men who have had no experience with the main
frame and precious little with computers of any 
sort. The students were assigned individual subac
counts on the Cyber computer and told that they 
could do two things on the computer: (1) they 
could ask me questions about the course through el
ectronic mail, and (2) they could print out copies of 
my daily lecture notes which I would post each day after 
class. The students were also told that using the computer 
at least once to do either thing was a course requirement. 

The problem of instructing so many students on how to use 
the mainframe was handled by directing them to see my 
work-study student. Matt Henneman (he was conve
niently taking the course), who would be available 
every afternoon in the Political Science Computer 
Laboratory, where we have eight terminals linked to 
Vogelback. Because no more than three or four stu
dents came on any single day, the task of logging 
on, entering information, and logging off was quite 
manageable. 

No- that tho locturos or* auai labia to print, it is NOT NECESSWtV for you 
to sand mm a HAIL aucaga to fulf 1 I I tho coursa nqulrtiMnt. You can got a 
lecture Instead. But If you want to send g ftessage, my nail address Is R3B37. 

Tha TAs' mil oddrossas or* Cosgriff: A3B57T1, Honold: MB57T2, Ko: A3S57T3 

Vau con print espial of ay rap I lax Just by typing P at tha first 
prowpt after mj message has been listed. The output t i l l M printed at 
vogelback and will be put Into an 'output bin" under your UJrt — User Job HOB*. 

Th* "lacturo" choica should ba salf-axplonotory. BE SURE TO CHOOSE THE 
'EXIT' OPTION TO LERUE ALL nEMUS. Do HOT usa tha QUIT function Kau. 
>«...*«) Credit to DEhTIIS HfiflTnnri for writing our procedures <«««=«»••» 

Figure 1: Opening Message 

Occasionally, I alter the message -- informing students that 
the textbooks have arrived, that reading assignments have 
been altered, and so on. After the students see the opening 
message, and press RETURN, they enter the Main Menu: 

MAIM ICNU 
1. Enter Cyber noil systee 
2. Oet a lecture 
3. Exit 

~ l 
Select fro* the list above and press RETUWi: 

CHOOSE 

1. Plocas uou In tha Cybar Hall oystaa nhara you can sand or t-aod »as*oga>. 

2. Lets gou retrieve a BIO class 
also sand it to tho printar. 

lecture to view at the terminal. YOU BOU 

Contrary to what readers might think, there was 
little problem of teaching students to use the com
puter effectively. In many ways, the mainframe is 
easier for beginners to use than a microcomputer. First of 
all, it is easier to tell students how to log on to the main
frame than to teach them where to obtain program disks for 
the microcomputer, how to insert them into the disk drive, 
and how to run the program. Secondly, the mainframe can 
operate under control of a specialized "user prolog" that exe-

3. Exits this procedure and places you at the MOS canaand level. 

Figure 2: Main Menu 

If students choose option 1, as in the example above, they 
enter the Mail system and see the screen in Figure 3 on the 
next page. 
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miL/BB/COnFEBEnCE sustea 
wilon of 86/12/15 

antar "?" for halp at any prompt » 
KELP MEJ4S to read about new features. 
EO edit a new message 
N rand tha naxt nassag* _j 
ST sand a aassaga ' 
Old list dlractory of aassagu 
RO reverse directory 
D delete Message 
Q QUIT 
U arita or print aassaga 

nodes 
«TBRIEF NOCEATIFV DUPLICATE 
you hove | new noli ntssages. 

UERIFV 

Figure 3: Mail System 

HUNGER FROM 
290 R3S9701 
293 fl3B37 
294 A3B37 
203 A3857 
292 TOW 7 
291 A3837 
290 A3837 
280 A3857 
2SS 03057 
287 R3BS7 
2B6 A3837CK 
283 H3B37GC 
284 A38S7SN 
263 A3B57SC 
202 A3B3722 
281 n3837Sft 
280 A677724 
270 A3BS700 
27S A3«97TS 

DATE TIME TVPE SUBJECT 
t7/02/2o OS.30 NEH Connant «n lactura 
97/02/20 09.22 DUPL RE: WflTEfiOflTE/IRnriOftTE VIDEO CLIP COnPfl 
87/02/20 09.19 DUPL RE: "4 nESSftOOE 
•7/02/26 09.10 DUPL RE: PAPER 
Slftnri* 09.07 DUPL BE: quastlon on lactura fob. 24 
87/02/20 08.37 DUPL RE: a question about the book 
87/02/29 08.39 DUPL RE: C24 
•7/02/26 08.37 DUPL RE: PC's 
•7/02/26 09.35 DUPL RE: polities and dancing 
•7/02/26 OS.32 DUPL RE: OROOW FUN 
87/02/23 16.07 READ perposal 
87/02/23 10.00 READ WflTEROflTE/IRnTIOflTE VIDEO CLIP COTTRRISOM 
87/02/25 15.52 READ »4 MESSACCE 
•7/02/25 14.43 READ PAPER 
•7/02/24 22.90 READ quastlon on lactura fab. 24 
87/02/24 13.10 READ a question about the book 
87/02/24 14.02 READ C24 
87/02/23 23.51 CERT PC's 
•7/02/23 10.42 CERT pall tics arxt dancing 

When students type Quit to leave Mail, they are re
turned to the Main Menu, which offers them the 
choice of exiting the computer or of "getting a lec
ture" - another aid in teaching large classes. 

I routinely prepare my lectures using the "outline" 
feature in Word Perfect (a word processing program 
for IBM compatible microcomputers). I thought it 
would be useful to distribute my outlines to stu
dents. While passing out multiple pages is an ad
ministrative headache in large lecture courses, distri
bution of lecture outlines is easy with the main
frame. First, I use Word Perfect to write an ASCII 
text file of my outline for the day — typically about 
5 pages, single-spaced. Then I send the file over a 
modem to the Cyber. Using a Pascal program writ
ten by Dennis Hartman, I can easily incorporate my 
lectures into a "Lecture Menu" (see Figure 7, next 
page) that students enter by choosing to "get a lec
ture." 

Suppose that the student chose lecture #5 for Febru
ary 17. The next screen (see Figure 8) lists the lec
ture for the student to confirm. When the listing is 
stopped, another menu appears — asking the student 
whether the lecture should be printed. Then the stu
dent returns to the Lecture Menu to make another 
choice. All printing is saved until the student exits 
the Lecture Menu and returns to the Main Menu. 

Figure 4: Reverse Mail Directory 

On this occasion, I was notified that I had 1 new mail 
message. Entering RD for Reverse Directory, I ob
tained the listing of my most recent messages (see Fig
ure 4). 

The item marked NEW has just arrived. Those marked 
DUPL are copies of my replies to student messages. 
As you can see, I get a lot of mail from students. Half 
of the 296 messages in my mail box were messages 
from students; the other half were my replies. 

Students wrote me about all sorts of things: questions 
about the lectures, comments about the readings, quer
ies about politics, quibbles about grading, and so on. 
Often, they ask questions that they would not ask in a 
traditional lecture course. Consider the exchange of cor
respondence that I had with Sue Novack in Figure 5 
(and her reply in Figure 6 at the top of the following 
page). 

Figure 5: Exchange of Mail 
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KAILOLD: » 284 M MESSACCE 
NUMBER: HERO 
date: wed 23 feb 87 13.32.38 CST 
fro»: R3B37SH 
to: A3857 
subjaet: M MESSAGCE 
DEW PROFESSOR JflMOfl, 

HELL I FlnflLLY DOT THROUGH TO VOU. THIS IS THE FORTH TIME I'VE TRIED THIS 
SO IT BETTER UORKI HELL, TO SUHARI2E OUICKLV UHflT hV OTHER THREE MESSAGES SAII 
I WOULD LIKE TO START OFF BV SAVING THAT I FEEL THIS TVPE OF COMMUNICATION/ 

TEACHING METHOD IS UEFW EFFECTIUEI THIS UAV VOU CAM KEEP IN TOUCH UITH VOUR 
STUDENTS ON AN INDIVIDUAL. BASIS HMD ANSWER ANV QUESTIONS HE nRV HRUE. 

NEXT, I MOULD LIKE TO RSK VOU A QUESTION. Ill HY DISCUSSION. CLASS UITH 
ETHAN. COSGRIFF, (OM 2-19-87) UE DISCUSSED THE ELECTION PROCESS, t ATI STILL 
SONEUHRT CONFUSED ABOUT PAIMftRV ELECTIONS. I UNDERSTAND THE UOTERS POSITION IN 
THE ELECTION PROCESS, BUT I DON'T UNDERSTAND UHAT A CANDIDATE MUST DO IN THE 
PRimniE* AND BEYOND. IF VOU HAVE ANV SUGGESTIONS OH COHnENTS ON HOW I HflV BET 
TER COnPREHEMO THIS PROCESS, I WOULD GAEflTLV APPRECIATE IT. 

HAILCLD: • 294 RE: «4 KESSAGCE 
NUMBER: DUPL 
date: thu 20 feb 87 09.19.22 CST 
frow: R3837 
to: A3Q57SN 
subjaet: RE: "4 HESSACCE 
Dear Sue: 

You asked about the prlnarles, but I really don't understand what uou 
don't understand. Let ne review: In the U.S. (but not in wast other nations), 
condidatas for public offica "in tKa andorsaMnt of a party by coopaMng in and 
• inning a PAINARV a I act ion. This ant itla* tKa condidatas to ba Iistad on tha 
ballot as a candldota of a gluan pca-ly In tha GENERAL al action. Bacousa so aony 
voters ident try with either the Democratic or Republicon party in the U.S., 
this a PRRTY candidate an enormous edge over any Independent or non-partg 
Candidato in tha oonaral a I act ion. Doas this halp? Uhy not rawiaw tha 
discussion of poriaory alactions in CHALLENGE OF DEMOCRACY? 

By tha awy, why don't you typa on U*o tornlnal in lo*ar can so tMot your-
•essaoes don't look [Ike telegrams? 
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MAILOLO: • 302 RESPONSE 
NEW 

21.41.17 CST 
NUMBER: 
date: thu 20 feb B7 
fro«: A30S7SN . 
to: A3837 s« 
subject: RESPONSE si 
Da*- Profassor Jarvdo, 

Thank you far tha suggastions you sant no In your last aassaga. I raad 
the section In CHflLLENOE OF DEnCCRfiCV explaining the prliwrles. The readings, 
along with your nessage helped M to better understand the function or the 
priaarias in tha aI actIon precass. Thank you againl 

Sincerely, 
Sue Novack 

Figure 6: Student Reply 

Uhich lactura do you wish.to soa? 
1. FES.09: The Nature of Interest Groups 
2. FEB. 10: The Impact of Interest Croups 
3. FEB.It: Tha Madia as Intarast Groups 
4. FEB.16: Tho Congrass and Aula-Making 
3. FEB. 17: The Operation of Congress —— 
0. FEB.18: Watergate and the Impeachment vote 
7. FEB.23: Tha Offica and tha Parson 
B. FEB.24: Tha Prasidant and Rula-naklng 
9. FEB.23: Control of the Bureaucracy 
10. —-> RETURN. TO nfllH rCMU <«— 

So I act fro* tha 1st otwwa and prass RETURN: j %J— 

Figure 7: Lecture Menu 

I B10 AMERICAN GOVERNMENT: Tha Oparotion »f Congrass 

Division of labor In Cimym 
R. A systta of coMlttees based on subject natter specialization 

1/22 S/H/C/RETUBN 

|« standing coanittaas In tha Sana la, 22 In lt>a Housa, 2 
Joint Coneittees (both House and Senate members) 
About 250 subcomittaas 
Connlttee assignments are determined by COM It tees on 
coflftlttees, with seniority an Important factor when 
uaeanclas occur 
Tha party In control of Congrass holds all coaavlttaa choir 

and seniority on the coawlttees Is the main factor in 
datarainina tha chair. 

Figure 8: Sample Lecture Outline 

Just before signing off the computer, the student is 
reminded of his or her unique UJN (User Job Name) 
under which the chosen lectures are printed at Vogel
back -- all neatly formatted to fit on 8.5 by 11 inch 
plain paper. 

How have students reacted to the lecture notes? They 
LOVE them. I once announced that I was ending the 
posting of my lecture notes because I feared that they 

Figure 9: Report; on Access 

were causing low attendance. Perhaps they were, but I 
received an outpouring of Mail messages by conscien
tious students who attended daily but who still valued 
the outlines for freeing them to concentrate on what I 
was saying in the lectures rather than scrambling to 
take notes. Convinced by their arguments, I restored 
the lecture ouUines on the computer. 

An especially nice feature of using the Cyber to dis
seminate lecture outlines is that it provides excellent 
records ofw/io accessed them. If the permanent files 
are defined as semiprivate rather than "public," one 
can obtained detailed information about user access 
with the command: 

c a t l i s t , l o = F P , f n = ( n a m e o f f i l e ) . 

Consider Figure 9, which reports on access to my lec
ture notes for January 28. (Because I remove all lec
ture outlines from the computer at the midterm, I have 
"final" counts of the number of students who accessed 
them.) 

The record for my January 28 lecture on "The Nature 
of Elections" showed that "only" 88 ofthe 170 stu
dents in my class actually accessed that lecture out
line. However, the record also showed that several ac
cessed the same lecture many times! No doubt, some 
students were doing it for friends, and it is quite likely 
that nearly everyone in the class had copies of the lec
ture outlines before the midterm examination. 

A thorough evaluation of the computer's impact on 
the students' learning processes must wait until the 
end of the class ~ which still has two weeks to go at 
the time of this writing. Fortunately, the evaluation 
is in the capable hands of a third party, Judith Ingram, 
who is studying various innovations in the course for 
her PhD dissertation on "Computer Augmented 
Teaching." 

CATALOG OF A3957 

USER 
t. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
3. 
0. 
7. 
a. 
9. 
10. 
It. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
19. 
16. 

FILE 
hflnE 
R3S3700 
R38S700 
A38S7HH 
R3a37LA 
R3837T1 
R3837SZ 
A3857R0 
R3OTTCS 
«3t37TC 
R3B37KC 
A3B57BA 
H3B57TT 
MS37VC 
R3B37SP 
R3837T2 
A3057TJ 

NAME JRN2S 
FN/NUCC 87/02/27. 

PERM. EXPIRES ACCESSES DATE 
READ 
READ 
READ 
RE HO 
READ 
HERD 
READ 
RERD 
READ 
RERD 
READ 
READ 
READ 
RERO 
RE no 
READ 

1/22 S/N/C/RETURN? 

L i i—• 
• 2 87/02/03. 
>6 87/02/04. 
1 87/01/28. 
1 a?/01/2B. 
0 87/01/31. 
1 87/01/2B. 
6 87/01/28. 
3 87/02/02. 
1 87/01/28. 
1 87/01/28. 
1 87/01/28. 
1 87/01/28. 
1 «7/0l/2W. 
2 87/02/03. 
1 87/01/29. 
t 87/01/29. 

00.12.02. PACE 1 

TIME 
12.48.33. 
10.5ft.57. 
13.46.20. 
14.01.94. 
13.33.33. 
14.39.11. 
15.45.47. 
22.04.03. 
13.27.00. 
16.13.10. 
16.10.15. 
16.SO.45. 
21.12.23. 
14.00.38. 
13.37.19. 
14.30.20. 
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It is enough for this article to discuss my use of the main
frame for communicating with students through electronic 
mail and for disseminating my lecture outlines. However, I 
am also trying other technology to improve the large lecture 
situation. The key item of equipment is a new Sony video 
projector, purchased with funds kindly provided through the 
office of Donald Gwinn, the Registrar, and operated for me 
by staff of the Language Laboratory, under the direction of 
Leslie Bailey. gj 

This equipment projects both video tapes and high-
resolution computer output on a screen large enough to be 
seen by 300 people in Harris Hall 107. I am using it with a 
Macintosh microcomputer (using the program, MORE) to 
display the actual lecture outlines behind me while I talk. I 
am also featuring film footage of key political events — stu
dent demonstrations outside the 1968 Democratic Conven
tion, Watergate hearings, presidential styles, and so on. 
These films clips are available via iheVideo Encyclopedia of 
the 20th Century. This extraordinarily valuable teaching re

source was purchased with funds made available through the of
fices of Vice-President Peter Roll and Assistant University Li
brarian, Scott Bennett. 

Someday I may write a follow-up article on using the microcom
puter to deliver lectures and on \hcVideo Encyclopedia, but my 
objective today was the mainframe. Many professors may not 
have their lecture outlines in machine readable form, but the cap
abilities of electronic mail are suitable for every type of large 
lecture class. 

In fact, after I planned my course, I encountered an article by an 
English Professor at the University of Michigan who used Mich
igan's mail system in teaching litarary criticism. His point --
with which I fully agree ~ is that it provides an alternative way 
for students in large lectures to communicate with their instruc
tors. Be forwarned that you will spend about a half hour a day or 
more answering your student mail. But that only demonstrates 
that the system has a valued role in teaching. 
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P O L I T I C A L S C I E N C E 

C o m p u t e r A u g m e n t e d T e a c h i n g I n L a r g e L e c t u r e 

C o u r s e s : T h e C a s e O f A m e r i c a n G o v e r n m e n t 

Kenneth Janda 
Northwestern University 

Lecturing to hundreds of students in 
large lecture classes will always he a 

part (if college teaching. As a former stu
dent, you know the scene: a sea of under
graduates straining to record the words of 
wisdom that a lecturer intones in their 
direction. Want to ask the professor a 
question after class? Lots of luck, for 
there are five students ahead of you. Oh 
well, maybe you can ask a teacliing assis
tant — if you can find one. 

Now that you have become the teacher 
instead of the student, what can you do to 
improve the lecture situation? You al
ready use computers to augment your re
search skills; can you also use computers 
to augment your teaching? Briefly, die 
answer is yes. Computers won't change a 
poor lecturer into a good one, hut they 
can help improve the lecture situation for 

Computers won't change a 
poor lecturer into a good one. 
âaaaaaaaaaaaaaaataWaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaatVaaaaaaaaaaSaaaaal 
students by substituting a video screen for 
a blackboard, by providing students ac
cess to the instructor's own lecture out
lines, and by giving students more 
opjMirtunities to put questions direcdy to 
the instructor. At least tlus is how I used 
computers at Northwestern University to 
teach American Government and Politics 
to 170 students in the winter of 1987. 

Although I used computers in lecturing 
on American government, I believe that 
my experience transfers readily to most 
lecture courses. If the instructor seeks to 
transmit a structured body of knowledge 
and information to a large audience, then 

You must judge their 
potential for your own 

subject and your style of 
teaching. 

these ideas should apply — regardless of 
subject. On the other hand, if the instruc
tor teaches by asking tniestions in the 
Socratie method (which is exu-emely hard 

to do in a large lecture situation), then 
these technological innovations have less 
utility. You must judge their potential for 
your own subject and your style of teach
ing, but I suspect that at least one of the 
three computer techniques described 
lielow will apply to virtually all large lec
ture courses. 

Tecliiiological Solutions To 
Problems In The Lecture Course 

I have taught students how to use com
puters in quantitative research since 

1961, so I have had long experience with 
computer applications in education. 
However, I never previously used com
puters primarily as a teacliing aid in a 
substantive course. My plans for teacliing 
my American government course dif
ferently in 1987 coincided with the piddi-
cation of The Challenge of Democracy, a 
new American government textbook 
which I co-authored with Jeffrey Berry 
and Jerry Goldman for the Houghton Mif
flin Company. Using my own book as a 
text heightened my interest in the 
pedagogical aspects of the course and led 
to experimentation with technological in
novations in teaching the subject. Judidi 
K. Ingram, a doctoral candidate in 
Northwestern's School of Education and 
Social Policy, agreed to study my course 
in her doctoral dissertation, providing a 
rigorous evaluation of my efforts. 

My course involved a number of in
novations in teaching technology intended 
to deal with various problems in lectur
ing, but I will focus on only three in this 
article: 1) how to help students see the 
structure and development of the lecture, 
2) how to help diem obtain clear and com
plete lecture notes, and 3) how to help 
them put questions or comments to the in
structor outside the lecture hall. 

On-Scr^en Lecture Outlines My per
sonal style of lecturing involves writing 
the outline of the day's lecture on the 
blackboard l>efore each class. Unfor
tunately, I write slowly and barely legibly, 
and there never seems to be enough space 

to accommodate my outline of topics plus 
the graphs and tables to which I frequent
ly refer. Why not, I mused, make use of 
my carefully typed lecture notes that I 
had already produced on my IBM com
patible PC using the WordPerfect 
program? In principle. I could simply 
connect my microcomputer to a video 
projector and display my lecture material 
behind me on a large motion picture 
screen as I spoke. 

Using a microcomputer in this fashion 
is facilitated by a type of program called 
an "outline processor." Available for 
both IBM compatible and Macintosh com
puters, outline processors help authors 
generate outlines by automatically keep
ing track of logic/levels. More important
ly from the teaching standpoint, they 
assist in displaying the completed outline 
by selectively "hiding" and "showing" its 
various levels, picturesquely called 
"parents" and "children." For instance, 
these programs allow an instructor to give 
an overview of the day's lecture by show
ing only the main headings (the parents) 
while hilling all subheadings (the 
children). After positioning the cursor to 
the first main heading, die instructor can 
direct the program to show all its suj>-
headings — the procedure is the same for 
all the subsequent headings. Tlus 
provides die ability to focus attention on 
the points being developed in die lecture. 

Initially, I had intended to use PC-Out
line, which operates on IBM compatible 
computers, for diis purpose. I already 
had a set of full sentence outlines of 
American government lectures available 
in WordPerfect format, and it would l>e 
relatively easy to import die ASCII files 
into PC-Outline. Based on my experience 
with both programs, I requested and ob
tained fluids from our achninistration to 
purchase a Sony multi-scan video projec
tor for die lecture hall to carry out my in
tentions. 

Unfortunately, I soon learned that an 
image projected by an 80-column screen 
of an IBM-compatible computer was too 
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small to be seen at the back of a lecture 
hall diat seats 250 students. Less than a 
month before the class began, I sliifted to 
outline processing software for the Macin
tosh computer. The great advantage of 
the Macintosh was that it allowed me to 
project a typefont that could be seen 
quite easily at the back of the room (14-
point Geneva bold worked quite well). 
For outline processors, I turned first to 
MORE, a versatile and powerful 
program. I soon learned, however, that 
MORE woidd not "wrap-around" long 
sentences for display as outline headings, 
I then turned to a program called ACTA, 
which could handle the full sentence out
lines I already had in machine readable 
form. 

On the first day that I introduced tiie 
computerized outlines in my American 
government class, I found that the outlin-

Most students seemed 
confused during that initial 

session, and some were 
definitely hostile. 

ing was not an immediate hit. I sensed 
that the students were encountering dif
ficulty in reading the outline altove my 
shoulder while they tried to listen to my 
lecture. So acute was their consternation 
in dealing with the radically new techni
que that I stopped the class to hold a 
general discussion of their problem. The 
students' main complaint was that I was 
projecting too much information on the 
screen behind me. I had opted to display 
full-sentence outlines just as they existed 
in my WordPerfect lecture notes. 
However, my American government stu
dents complained of interference in learn
ing from two sources of information: 1) 
the sentences that were projected on the 
screen, and 2 ) die sentences tiiat I was 
speaking! 

Students l>ecame especially anxious be
cause my sentences were displayed in full 
on a giant screen. The medium enforced 
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FIGURE 1: March 10, 1987 MOflE Notes 

the message, convincing them that the sen
tences must be copied in full. (I saw stu
dents who had not been taking notes 
suddenly reaching for a pen and pa]icr 
and frantically begin to write.) For a 
time, I thought that the whole "projected 
outline" approach was doomed. Most stu
dents seemed confused during that initial 
session, and some were definitely hostile. 
However, the exchange of comments with 
the students was extraordinarily fruitful. 

The students themselves suggested that 
the projected outlines would work better 
if they were not full sentence outlines but 
were only keywords and sentence frag
ments. This woidd allow them to see at a 
glance die lecture's structure and would 
enable them to write down everydiing dis
played on the screen without fear of miss
ing anything. At the same time, diey 
could still take notes on wliat I said — ac
cording to their traditional practice. 

As a result ofthe students' comments, 
I maintained two sets of lecture oudines. 
The "long form" consisted of full senten
ces, many subheadings, and even data 
tabulations. (These were the notes that I 
had built up over years and which were 
in ITorfJPer/ect form.) The "short form" 
consisted only of sentence fragments that 
signaled topics only at the 1st, 2nd, or at 
most die 3rd level of headings. Because I 
no longer needed (or wanted) to display 
long sentences, I returned to MORE for 
my outlining program. MORE gave me 
better control over grapliics and offered 
some odier appealing features. 

Some lessons about American govern
ment (and many other subjects) are best 
made with reference to tables or graphs. 
When teacliing the course without com
puters, 1 frequently use the blackboard to 
lay out tables or graphs. For example, 
spending by the national government can
not be discussed without reference to the 
federal budget, and budgetary expendi
tures are more easily grasped when 
graphed by categories. A graph program 
(Cricket Graph) was used to produce far 
(Continued on page 42) 
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Computers and Lectures 
(Continued from page 35) 

clearer and more accurate graphs of 
budget expenditures, congressional voting 
records, and public opinion data than I 
could draw on the blackboard. These 
graphs were then included in the MORE t 

outlines and selectively displayed on the 
screen at appropriate places in the lec
tures. 

In practice, it proved quite easy to 
type my "short form" lecture into ACTA 
or MORE from my long form lectures. A 
sample of the "short form" is given in 
Figure 1 which displays a portion of my 
March 10 lecture in MORE format. 
Eventually — and to their great pleasure 
— my students were allowed to print out 
their own copies of the long form lectures, 
produced in WordPerfect format, after 
viewing the short form during the lecture 
itself. Many students altered their note-
taking practices by being less concerned . 
with taking down points verbatim and by •-
spending more time listening to die argu
ment. The outline experiment that I once 
thought had failed became quite success
ful — after I adjusted my presentation to 
the students' abilities to learn in a lecture 
situation. 

lecture Outlines on the Mainframe 
Students vary considerably in their ability 
to take lecture notes. Some do not even 
have a good conception of detailed lecture 
notes and could l>enent just from seeing 
good examples. Since I already had my = 
"long form" lectures available in machine", 
readable form, I decided to help a 

motivated students obtain good notes by y 
making copies of mine. Accordingly, I 
converted my WordPerfect files to ACS1T 
format, transmitted Uiem via modem to 
the Control Data Corporation Cyber 845 
computer at our computing center, and in
vited students to access the files and print 
my full sentence lecture outlines at their 
convenience after the class. 

Contrary to what some readers might 
think, there was litde problem in teaching 

students to use the mainframe computer 
— even though the class consisted over
whelmingly of freshmen who had no ex
perience with the mainframe and 
precious litde experience with computers 
of any kind. In many ways, the 
mainframe is easier for beginners to use 
than a microcomputer. First, it is easier 
to tell new users how to log on to the 
mainframe than to teach them where to 
obtain program disks for the microcom
puter, how to insert them into the disk 
drive, and how to run the program. 
Second, the mainframe (at least our 
Cyber computer) can operate under con
trol of a specialized "user prolog" that ex
ecutes each time a student signs on with 
his or her personal course subaccount. 
The user prolog then guides the student 
with prompts and menus tailored to the 
course. 

Consider the user prolog for my 
American government class. Each time a 
student logged on the Cyber using a class 
subaccount, the computer automatically 
set certain parameters, called in needed 
files (all transparent to the user), and 
then displayed the appropriate message. 

Occasionally, I altered the message — 

MAIN MENU 

1. Enter Cyber Mail system 
2. Get a lecture 
3. Exit 

Select from the list above and 
press RETURN: 

CHOOSE 

1. Places you in the Cyber Mail 
system where you can send or 
receive messages. 
2. Lets you retrieve a BIO class 
lecture to view at the terminal. 
You may also send i t to the 
pr inter . 
3. Exits this procedure and places 
you at the NOS command level. 

FIGURE 2: Main Menu on the Mainframe 

informing students that the textbooks ar
rived, that reading assignments were al
tered, and so on. After the students saw 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 
6. 

7. 
8. 

9. 

10 

FEB 

FEB 

FEB 

FEB 

FEB 
FEB 

FEB 
FEB 

FEB 

== 
Select 
RETURN 

the opening message and pressed 
RETURN, they entered the Main Menu. 

If students chose option 2 — "Get a 
lecture" — they saw a lecture menu, as il
lustrated in Figure 3. The chosen lecture 
was then displayed on the screen, and the 

Which lecture do you wish to see? 

,09:The Nature of Interest 
Groups 

10:The Impact of Interest 
Groups 

.11:The Media as an Interest 
Group 

. 16:The Congress and Rule-
Making 

,17:The Operation of Congress 
.18:Watergate and the Im

peachment Vote 
.23:The Office and the Person 
.24:The President and Rule-

Making 
25:Control of the 

Bureaucracy 
= RETURN. TO MAIN MENU —-
from the above and press 

FIGURE 3: Lecture Notes 
student was asked whether he or she 
desired a copy to be printed that would 
be ready for pickup at a central site in 
20 to 30 minutes. 

Sending Messages via Electronic Mail 
Most students in a large lecture class rare
ly get the chance to communicate direcdy 
with the instructor. The more aggressive 
students compete for the instructor's at
tention after class, and few freshmen dare 
to seek office appointments. Computers 
and electronic mail provide a non-
threatening alternative for communicat
ing with an instructor. Most universities 
and many colleges offer some form of 
electronic mail through their minicom
puter or mainframe computer at a cen
tral site. These mail systems can be used 
very effectively in teaching large classes. 

Students in my American government 
class could send me a message by choos
ing option 1 — "Enter the Cyber Mail 
system"1* — from the Main Menu that ap
peared after they signed on. Through the 
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15.52.36 CST date: wed 25 feb 87 
from: A3857SN 
to: A3857 

DEAR PROFESSOR JANDA, 
WELL I FINALLY GOT THROUGH TO YOU. THIS IS THE FORTH TIME I'VE TRIED 
THIS, SO IT BETTER WORK! WELL, TO SUMARIZE QUICKLY WHAT MY OTHER THREE 
MESSAGES SAID, I WOULD LIKE TO START OFF BY SAYING THAT I FEEL THIS 
TYPE OF COMMUNICATION/TEACHING METHOD IS VERY EFFECTIVE! THIS WAY YOU 
CAN KEEP IN TOUCH WITH YOUR STUDENTS ON AN INDIVIDUAL BASIS AND ANSWER 
ANY QUESTIONS WE MAY HAVE. 
NEXT, I WOULD LIKE TO ASK YOU A QUESTION. IN MY DISCUSSION CLASS WITH 
ETHAN COSGRIFF, (ON 2-19-87) WE DISCUSSED THE ELECTION PROCESS. I AM 
STILL SOMEWHAT CONFUSED ABOUT PRIMARY ELECTIONS. I UNDERSTAND THE 
VOTERS POSITION IN THE ELECTION PROCESS, BUT I DON'T UNDERSTAND WHAT A 
CANDIDATE MUST DO IN THE PRIMARIES AND BEYOND. IF YOU HAVE ANY SUGGES
TIONS OR COMMENTS ON HOW I MAY BETTER COMPREHEND THIS PROCESS, I WOULD 
GREATLY APPRECIATE IT. 
SINCERELY, SUE a 

date: thu 26 feb 87 
from: A3857 
to: A3857SN 

09.19.22 CST 

Dear Sue: 
You asked about the primaries, but I really don't understand what you 
don't understand. Let me review: In the U.S. (but not in most other 
nations), candidates for public office win the endorsement of a party 
by competing in and winning a PRIMARY election. This entitles the can
didates to be listed on the ballot as a candidate of a given party in 
the GENERAL election. Because so many voters identify with either the 
Democratic or Republican party in the U.S., this gives a PARTY can
didate an enormous edge over any independent or non-party candidate in 
the general election. Does this help? Why not review the discussion 
Of primary elections in CHALLENGE OF DEMOCRACY? 
By the way, why don't you type on the terminal in lower case so that 
your messages don't look like telegrams? 

date: thu 26 feb 87 
from: A3857SN 
to: A3857 

21.41.17 CST 

Dear Professor Janda, 
Thank you for the suggestions you sent me in your last message. I read 
the section in CHALLENGE OF DEMOCRACY explaining the primaries. The 
readings, along with your message helped me to better understand the 
function of the primaries in the election process. Thank you again! 
Sincerely, Sue 

FIGURE 4: Exchange of Electronic Mail with a Student 

course, I received (and replied to) ap
proximately 180 messages, some from stu
dents who wrote me two or more times. 
Students wrote about all sorts of things: 
questions about the lectures, comments 
about the readings, queries about politics, 

quibbles about grading, and so on. 
Often, they asked questions that they 
would not ask in a traditional lecture 
course. Consider the exchange of cor
respondence that I had with a student 
named Sue in Figure 4. 

Assessing T h e Innovations 

There is only space here to cite a few 
findings on my course from Judith 

Ingram's doctoral dissertation, "Im
plementing and Assessing Computer-Aug-
mented-Teaching in the Large Lecture 
Course." Her survey on the first day of 
the class disclosed that only 4% of the stu
dents thought that "computer-based tech
nology can be used to make large lectures 
(a lot) more effective for learning." Her 
final survey contained the question: "Did 
any of the electronic processes significant
ly improve your ability to learn from this 
large lecture course?" In contrast to the 
initial survey, 82% said "yes" at the end. 

When the students were asked to rank 
the innovations in the order of their effec
tiveness, 38% of the students listed the 
printed lecture outlines as the most effec-

Why should they be 
penalized just because some 

students abused the 
technology? 

tive innovation, and another 28% cited 
the projected lecture outlines. (In third 
place was another technological innova
tion, named by 27% of the students, but 
not discussed in this article -*- film clips 
shown from the laser disk version of the 
Video Encyclopedia ofthe 20th Century.) 
Although electronic mail was chosen as 
the first-named innovation by only 2% of 
the class, our judgment was that the other 
innovations were viewed as even more 
valuable. 

Clearly, my students valued computer 
augmented teaching in the American gov
ernment course. One vignette illustrates 
the intensity of their commitment. When 
the term was about three-quarters over, I 
noticed that class attendance on a couple 
of days had dropped below 75%. I be
came concerned that the reason was the 
availability of my printed lecture oudines. 
If students failed to come to class, they 
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need only log into the Cyber computer 
and print out the full sentence outline of 
the day's lecture. Growing irritated over 
this likelihood, I abrupdy announced at 
the beginning of a Wednesday lecture that 
I was discontinuing the printed outlines 
because they were contributing to absen
teeism. 

No sooner had I mentioned this than I 
faced a revolt from the floor. (You would 
think that I had announced that 
everyone's grade was going to be lowered 
by a half-step.) The students who were in 
attendance testified to the value of the 
printed outlines. Why should they be 
penalized just because some students 
abused the technology? In the next 
couple of days, my electronic mailbox was 
filled with messages asking me to recon

sider. I soon decided to reinstate the 
printed lectures starting with the next lec
ture on Monday. After all, it was more 
important to promote learning among the 
more interested students than to increase 

, attendance among the less interested ones. 
If the eager students who attended my lec
tures found the outlines to be helpful, I 
should not deprive them. 

If I wondered whether anyone out 
there cared about my technological in
novations, I soon found out. Students not 
only cared about how they were taught, 
but they also defended innovations that 
helped them learn. Q 

Kenneth Janda 
Payton S. Wild Professor 
Department of Political Science 
Northwestern University 


